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FRENCH TURN OF THE CENTURY SLIPPER CHAIRS WITH EBONIZED TURNED
LEGS, A PAIR

$4,800
A pair of French slipper chairs from circa 1900 with ebonized turned legs and upholstered seats. Delve into the refined elegance
of these French slipper chairs from circa 1900, pieces that exude the grace and sophistication of their time. With their ebonized
turned legs and understated upholstered seats, these chairs are a testament to the timeless allure of French interior design. The

chairs stand gracefully on ebonized turned legs, their dark, polished finish providing a stark contrast to the simple muslin
upholstery. This juxtaposition creates a striking visual balance, highlighting the chairs' sleek lines and classic silhouettes. While
the current upholstery is understated, these chairs offer a unique opportunity for personalization, inviting you to reupholster
them in a fabric that complements your interior and reflects your taste. In a contemporary home, these French slipper chairs
can serve multiple purposes. Placed in a living room, they offer elegant seating options, perfect for intimate conversations or

quiet relaxation. In a bedroom, they can function as accent chairs, adding a touch of sophistication and providing a comfortable
spot to sit and unwind. Alternatively, these chairs can grace an entryway or a private study, offering a stylish seating solution

that blends functionality with aesthetic charm. These slipper chairs are more than just furniture; they are a canvas for creativity
and a statement of timeless elegance, ready to be infused with new life and integrated into the narrative of your home.

Height: 30 in (76.2 cm)

Width: 23 in (58.42 cm)

Depth: 20.5 in (52.07 cm)

Seat Height: 15.5 in (39.37 cm)

SKU: A 4955
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